
So, what exactly are values and why is it important to know what yours are? 

Personal Values are the qualities and principles that guide a person’s relationship with themselves and the external world. 
They are the key traits, that when experienced daily, have a person feeling in tune with who they are and fulfilled by the
life they live and choices they make. 

Chances are, if you a) don’t know your values and b) aren’t living them fully enough, you will be feeling in a constant 
state of dissatisfaction, discomfort and frustration. It may be manifesting in your life as anxiety, depression, low self esteem,
sickness or relationship issues. 

Our values are a very effective personal guidance system through which to filter our life choices. For those of you who 
are using this exercise in relationship to birthing – it is in part, your values that will determine how you feel during and 
after pregnancy, labour and birth. 

Part One: Understanding your values. 

Go ahead and bring yourself into the present moment by taking several deep, calming breaths. Place one hand on your 
heart and the other on your belly. Close your eyes and begin to connect in with your deeper self. 

Say this prayer: 

“I call forth the parts of me who have been yearning to feel seen, appreciated and heard. I call forth the parts of me who
know my deepest truth and who know what it is I need most in my life right now.” 

Once you feel more centred and connected with your spirit (you can tell because you will feel emotion rise, or you will 
feel peace descend upon you, you will feel a sense of excitement or you will feel ready in yourself to continue). 

When it’s time, open your eyes and begin the following exercise. 

Read over the list of values I have outlined below. Feel into YOUR meaning of each word and notice the ones that 
resonate with you most. It is important to know your own meaning of the word. 

Uncovering Your Values

 

"When you're clear about your Values, making 
decisions becomes easier" - Roy Disney 

 



Go ahead and select eight values from the list (or add in extra ones that might not have been mentioned – keep in mind that 
values words are typically nouns – sometimes adjectives – that embody the qualities you desire). 

Let your intuition be your guide, choosing words that are in alignment with your own truth. This isn’t about selecting what you
think you should, it’s more about choosing the words that FEEL right.

       Connection        Adventure            Growth                  Health             Play              Beauty        Freedom 

        Security            Love                     Peace                    Stability           Spirituality        Fun          Family       

        Grace               Purpose                 Integrity        Trust         Faith            Happiness               Humour 

         Kindness           Groundedness          Joy            Energy         Lightness        Strength             Contribution 

           Intimacy                 Passion             Variety      Significance          Sensuality         Mastery      Discipline 

One of the beautiful things about our values is that once uncovered, they often bring a sigh of relief and deep inner knowing. 
They are also deeply individual and personal and there is no right/wrong/better/less than values. I know that any time in my 
life when I haven’t felt like myself or like things are flowing, it’s because I haven’t been living in alignment with my values. 

Take a look at your list. Would you say these values sum up who you are when you are feeling your best? 

Do they make you feel good to look at them? If not, go back and further explore what each of the values you have listed 
would give you on a deeper level if you experienced them – then note that deeper value down.    

Part one cont.

 



Part two: Scaling Your Values

 



Go ahead and place your values around the perimeter of the wheel on the above worksheet. (It’s a good idea to print these
sheets out if you haven’t already done so).  

Allocate a segment within the follow pie chart for each of your Values. The centre of the wheel represents 0 and the outer line
– 10. Mark your level of daily satisfaction with a curved line within each segment. 

Do this for each Value. When complete, you will likely have a wheel that looks rather bumpy. Some lines will be higher, 
others lower. This is normal and probably will reflect how you’ve been feeling lately. 

So, beautiful woman, here’s the good news …. Now that we know what your values are, it’s important to define your own 
personal meaning. 

Beside each of your values, write a short statement about your definition of the word. Everyone’s definition will be slightly 
different and that’s important to note. 

For example freedom to one person may mean: “Doing what I want, when I want”. Yet freedom to another person may 
mean: “Having the courage to express what I am truly thinking and feeling”. 

Once you have written your clear definition we arrive at our final step.    

Part Two: Scaling and defining your Values.

 

"The purpose of life is to feel good." - Danielle La Porte 

 



Part Three: Your Values in Action

 

Choose 1-3 words from your 8 values that if you were to experience it more often, this value would positively impact other 
areas of your life too. (It may or may not be the value that rated the lowest satisfaction on your scale).  You can return again
and choose other values to focus on whenever you like. 

For example: If you are a 2 out 10 in your value of health – if you were to focus on raising that to a 4 out of 10, it would also
positively impact your values of energy, beauty and love. 

Next, write down 3 action steps you can commit to for the next week that will increase your level of satisfaction. 

Fill out the worksheet below:  

EXAMPLE: (include current scale of satisfaction):     
VALUE: HEALTH 2/10 

MY DEFINITION:    Health to me means taking care of myself in ways that bring me energy, make me feel vibrant and 
beautiful. 

ACTIONS: 
1) Start my day with hot water and lemon
2) Commit to walking for 30mins at least 3 times a week 
3) Catch myself when I am talking negatively about my body and shift my thinking to focussing on something I appreciate 
about my body. 

YOUR TURN: 

VALUE: 
                                             
SCALE: ____/10 

MY DEFINITION: 

 ACTION STEPS: 

1) __________________________________________________________________ 

2) __________________________________________________________________ 

3) __________________________________________________________________   

    



Part Three continued ...

 

VALUE:                                                                     SCALE: ____/10 

MY DEFINITION: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

ACTION STEPS: 

1) __________________________________________________________________ 

2) __________________________________________________________________ 

3) __________________________________________________________________ 

VALUE:                                                                     SCALE: ____/10 

MY DEFINITION: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

ACTION STEPS: 

1) __________________________________________________________________ 

2) __________________________________________________________________ 

3) __________________________________________________________________ 

VALUE:                                                                     SCALE: ____/10 

MY DEFINITION: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

ACTION STEPS: 

1) __________________________________________________________________ 

2) __________________________________________________________________ 

3) __________________________________________________________________ 
    



Part Three continued ...

 

  Do whatever it takes to implement these action steps because THIS is the difference that makes the difference. 

Knowledge is one thing but implementation is another. Set a reminder on your phone. Tell someone about your intentions so 
you feel accountable. Set your values as the screen saver on your phone. When you are ready, you can choose to complete this
activity for each value on your wheel, implementing small and tangible changes to your daily routine that has you feeling more 
in alignment with your values and thus more connected to your true self. 

For example if Growth is a value of yours but its rated at a 3 out of 10 lately, you may be feeling small and uninspired. One 
step you can commit to increasing that value might be to find a great audio book to listen to in the car or on your walks etc. 
Another example might be a value of Connection. You love being with like minded people who light you up. But lately you’ve 
felt isolated or surrounded by people who don’t really ‘get you’. 

Your Connection value is at a 2 out of 10. An action you might consider is joining a class of likeminded souls or setting up a 
regular friends catch up. Values are such an important part of our life. 

** VALUES IN BIRTHING: You might like to consider creating a specific values wheel for your birth. Decide on the qualities that
are important to you during pregnancy, labour and motherhood. Repeat the same exercises as above. 

For me, my values are the same for my life as they are in birth. Grace, Spirituality, Connection, Health, Humour etc. which is a 
huge part of why I have birthed so joyously. Being in alignment with my values during pregnancy and birth meant that I lived 
the same energy before, during and after.  

And finally, before embarking on any new path, it is a wise idea to filter your choices through your values. Asking the questions: 
Is this in alignment with my values? Does this choice bring me closer to or further from the life I desire? 

A wise idea before making major decisions is to fill up your own cup first by honouring and living your values. Then from this 
grounded, full place of being in alignment with yourself - make your decision. 

Feel free to contact me if you would like further support navigating this wild and journey that is life! 

With all of my love, 
Kim, Mama Goddess


